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 The film stars Harvey Keitel, Juliette Lewis, Tim Roth, Danny Trejo, Christopher Walken and Anthony Michael Hall. It was
released on August 26, 1996, by Miramax Films. Set in the Mexican state of Sonora, the film is a spin-off of the characters
introduced in Tarantino's earlier film Reservoir Dogs (1992) and is a black comedy; both narratives are woven together with
vignettes from the lives of the characters. Several scenes from Dusk Till Dawn were filmed with effects, notably a scene in

which the titular characters' gang fights with the Devil and later the Devil herself, played by Christopher Walken. The film was
positively received by critics and grossed over $18 million domestically. Plot In Arizona, two drug cartels compete for control
of the border region. The Mexican cartel, led by Don Tio, an old-school warlord and drug lord, is being challenged by the U.S.

cartel, led by Carl Fogarty, a respected commander and businessman. Mexican drug lord Arturo Braga (Harvey Keitel) is sent to
Arizona by Don Tio to eliminate Don Tio's rival and take control of the drug market. As he seeks refuge in an all-night diner,

Arturo is mistaken for a Mexican border agent and arrested by the diner owner, Sheriff Arthur J. Hardy (Tim Roth). Jealous of
the Sheriff, Carl Fogarty tracks Arturo to the diner and frees him. Sheriff Hardy, who secretly drinks heavily, immediately
becomes Arturo's ally and helps him kill Fogarty and take over the rival drug cartel. Arturo's half-brother, "Poncho" Arturo

Braga, arrives from Mexico with an army of Mexican bandits, called Zodiac, to help Arturo take over the criminal underworld.
The Sheriff's wife, Gloria (Juliette Lewis), has a secret affair with Arturo. Poncho and Gloria's daughter, Heather (Kathleen
Robertson), is attracted to Arturo, who protects her from bullying by her father's henchmen and other villagers. Before the

Sheriff leaves his post, he asks the diner owner for his gun so he can defend himself from a potential attack by the Zodiac. The
owner obliges, and the Sheriff is mortally wounded in the ensuing shootout. Arturo takes over the Sheriff's post and the diner,

and the Zodiac follow Arturo. Gloria discovers Arturo's affair with her and they have 82157476af
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